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538 Chapter 9 Probability and single variable data analysis

      9F   Using relative frequencies to estimate probabilities 

  In some situations it may not be possible 

to list all the outcomes in the sample space 

and fi nd theoretical probabilities. If this 

is the case, then an experiment, survey or 

simulation can be conducted to fi nd relative 

frequencies. Provided the experiment 

includes a suffi cient number of trials, these 

probabilities can be used to estimate the 

chance of particular events. Experimental 

probability is frequently used in science 

experiments and for research in medicine and 

economics.     

  Let’s start: Newspaper theories 

 A tabloid newspaper reports that of   10   people interviewed in 

the street   5   had a dose of the fl u. At a similar time, a medical 

student tested   100   people and found that   21   had the fl u.  

•   What is the experimental probability of having the fl u, 

according to the newspaper’s survey?  

•   What is the experimental probability of having the fl u, 

according to the medical student’s results?  

•   Which of the two sets of results would be most reliable 

and why? Discuss the reasons.  

•   Using the results from the medical student, how many 

people would you expect to have the fl u in a group of   1000   

and why?              

  Stage  

   5.3#   

   5.3   

   5.3§   

   5.2   

 5.2◊       

   5.1   

    4    
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s   ■    Experimental probability  is calculated using relative frequencies from the results of an 

experiment or survey. 

Experimental probability = number of times the outcome occurs
total number of trials in the experiment

= relative frequency       

 ■   The  long-run proportion  is the experimental probability for a suffi ciently large number of 

trials.  

 ■   The  expected number of occurrences   = probability × number of trials     .
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5399F Using relative frequencies to estimate probabilities

  Exercise   9F  
 UNDERSTANDING AND FLUENCY  

1    This table shows the results of three different surveys of how many people in Perth use public 

transport.  

  Survey    Number who use 

public transport  

  Survey size    Experimental 

probability (relative 

frequency)   

  A      2        10        2
10

= 0.2    

  B      5        20      ________  

  C      30        100      ________  

a    What are the two missing numbers in the experimental probability list?   

b    Which survey should be used to estimate the probability that a person uses public transport 

and why?     

2    The experimental probability of Jess hitting a bullseye on a dartboard is   0.05   (or   
5

100
  ). 

How many bullseyes would you expect Jess to get if he threw the following number of darts?   

a      100   darts   

b      200   darts   

c      1000   darts   

d      80   darts     

1–5 5, 63–6

  Example   10    Finding the experimental probability   

   A box contains an unknown number of coloured balls. A ball is drawn from the box and then 

replaced. The procedure is repeated   100   times and the colour of the ball drawn is recorded each time. 

Twenty-fi ve red balls were recorded.   

a    Find the experimental probability for the number of red balls.   

b    Find the expected number of red balls if the box contained   500   balls in total.       

 SOLUTION   EXPLANATION  

a      P(red balls) = 25
100

 = 0.25

         P(red balls) = number  of  red  balls  drawn
total  number  of  balls  drawn

   

There are   25   red balls and   100   balls in total.  

b    Expected number of red balls in   500

    

= 0.25 × 500
= 125      

        
Expected  number  of  occurrences

= probability × number  of  trials
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540 Chapter 9 Probability and single variable data analysis

3    The results of tossing a drawing pin and observing how many times the pin lands with the spike 

pointing up are shown in the table. Results are recorded at different stages of the experiment.  

  Number of 

throws  

  Frequency 

(spike up)  

  Experimental 

probability  

    1        1        1.00    

    5        2        0.40    

    10        5        0.50    

    20        9        0.45    

    50        18        0.36    

    100        41        0.41    

 Which experimental probability would you choose to best represent the probability that the pin 

will land spike up? Why?   

4 A bag contains an unknown number of counters, and a counter is selected from the bag and then 

replaced. The procedure is repeated   100   times and the colour of the counter is recorded each time. 

Sixty of the counters drawn were blue. 

a    Find the experimental probability for the number of blue counters.   

b    Find the expected number of blue counters if the bag contained:   

i      100   counters   ii      200   counters   iii      600   counters      

5    In an experiment involving   200   people chosen at random,   175   people said that they owned a home 

computer.   

a    Calculate the experimental probability of choosing a person who owns a home computer.   

b    Find the expected number of people who own a home computer from the following group sizes.   

i      400   people   ii      5000   people   iii      40   people       

6    By calculating the experimental probability, estimate the 

chance that each of the following events will occur.   

a    Nat will walk to work today, given that she walked to 

work fi ve times in the last   75   working days.   

b    Mike will win the next game of cards if, in the 

last   80   games, he has won   32  .   

c    Brett will hit the bullseye on the dartboard with his 

next attempt if, in the last   120   attempts, he was 

successful   22   times.      

 PROBLEM-SOLVING AND REASONING  

7    A six-sided die is rolled   120   times. How many times would you expect the following events to occur?   

a      6     

b      1   or   2     

c    a number less than   4     

d    a number that is at least   5       

Example 10

8, 9, 11–137, 8, 11, 12 8–10, 12–14
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8    The colour of cars along a highway was noted over a short period of time and summarised in this 

frequency table.  

  Colour    White    Silver    Blue    Green  

  Frequency      7        4        5        4    

a    How many cars had their colour recorded?   

b    Find the experimental probability that a 

car’s colour is:   

i    blue   

ii    white     

c    If the colour of   100   cars was recorded, 

fi nd the expected number of:   

i    blue cars   

ii    green cars   

iii    blue or green cars       

9    The letters from a three-letter word are written separately onto cards. A card is chosen at random and 

replaced and this is repeated   100   times. The results are shown in the table.  

  Letter    E    S  

  Frequency      64        36    

a    Find the experimental probability of obtaining an E.   

b    Based on these results, what is the three-letter word likely to be?     

10    A spinner is divided into three regions not necessarily of equal size. The regions are numbered 

  1,  2   and   3   and the spinner is spun   50   times. The table shows the results.  

  Number      1        2        3    

  Frequency      26        11        13    

a    Find the experimental probability of obtaining:   

i    a   1     ii    at least a   2     iii    a   1   or a   3       

b    Based on these results, how many   3  s would you expect if the spinner is spun   300   times?   

c    In fact, the spinner is divided up using simple and common fractions. Give a likely example 

describing how the regions might be divided.     

11    Phil tosses a fair six-sided die   10   times and receives   9   sixes.   

a    Find the experimental probability of rolling a six.   

b    Is it likely that Phil will receive the same number of sixes if he tosses the die   10   more times? 

Explain.     

12    Do you think that a coin is fair or biased given the following experimental results? Give reasons.   

a      47   tails out of   100   tosses   

b      23   heads out of   24   tosses   

c      1   tail out of   1   toss     
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13    One hundred darts are randomly thrown at the given dartboards. No darts miss the dartboard entirely. 

How many darts do you expect to hit the blue shaded region? Give reasons.   

a    

30 cm

80 cm

50 cm

   b    

50 cm

40 cm 1 m

   

c    

20 cm

4 cm
8 cm 15 cm

   d    

30 cm 10 cm

     

14    Decide if the following statements are true or false.   

a    The experimental probability is always equal to the theoretical probability.   

b    The experimental probability can be greater than the theoretical probability.   

c    If the experimental probability is zero, then the theoretical probability is zero.   

d    If the theoretical probability is zero, then the experimental probability is zero.      

 ENRICHMENT 

More than a guessing game  

15    A bag of   10   counters includes counters with four different colours. 

The results from drawing and replacing one counter at a time for   80   

trials are shown in this table. 

 Use the given information to fi nd out how many counters of each 

colour were likely to be in the bag.  

16       A box of   12   chocolates, all of which are the same size and 

shape, include fi ve different centres. The results from selecting 

and replacing one chocolate at a time for   60   trials are shown in 

this table. 

 Use the given information to fi nd out how many chocolates of 

each type were likely to be in the box.      

—— 15, 16

  Colour    Total  

  Blue      26    

  Red      17    

  Green      29    

  Yellow      8    

  Centre    Total  

  Strawberry      11    

  Caramel      14    

  Coconut      9    

  Nut      19    

  Mint      7    
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5439G Mean, median and mode

        9G   Mean, median and mode REVISION 

  The discipline of statistics involves 

collecting and summarising data. It also 

involves drawing conclusions and making 

predictions, which is why many of the 

decisions we make today are based on 

statistical analysis. The type and amount 

of product stocked on supermarket 

shelves, for example, is determined by 

the sales statistics and other measures 

such as average cost and price range.   

  Let’s start: Game purchase 

 Arathi purchases   7   computer games at a sale. Three games cost   $20   each,   2   games cost   $30,  1   game costs 

  $50   and the last game costs   $200  .  

•   Recall and discuss the meaning of the words ‘mean’, ‘median’ and ‘mode’.  

•   Can you work out the mean, median or mode for the cost of Arathi’s games?  

•   Which of the mean, median or mode gives the best ‘average’ for the cost of Arathi’s games?  

•   Why is the mean greater than the median in this case?        

  Stage  

   5.3#   

   5.3   

   5.3§   

   5.2   

   5.2   ◊

   5.1   

    4    

 ■   Statisticians use  summary statistics  to highlight important aspects of a data set. These are 

summarised below.  

 ■   Some summary statistics are called  measures of location . 

•  The two most commonly used measures of location are the  mean  and the  median . These 

are also called ‘ measures of centre ’ or ‘ measures of central tendency ’. Mean and median 

can only be applied to numerical data.  

•   The  mean  is sometimes called the ‘ arithmetic mean ’ or the ‘ average ’. The formula used 

for calculating the mean,   x  , is: 

  x = sum of data values
number of data values

  

  For example, in the following data set  

    5        7        2        5        1    

  the mean is   
5 + 7 + 2 + 5 + 1

5
= 20 ÷ 5 = 4    

•   The  median  divides an ordered data set into two sets, each of which contain the same 

number of data values. It is often called the ‘middle value’. The median is found by fi rstly 

ensuring the data values are in ascending order, then selecting the ‘middle’ value.  

 K
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s   
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  Example   11    Finding measures of centre   

   For the given data sets, fi nd:   

i    the mean   ii    the median   iii    the mode   

a      5  2  4  10  6  1  2  9  6     

b      17  13  26  15  9  10           

 SOLUTION   EXPLANATION  

a      i      Mean = 5 + 2 + 4 + 10 + 6 + 1 + 2 + 9 + 6
9

 = 5

         Find the sum of all the numbers and divide 

by the number of values.  

ii      1  2  2  4  5  6  6  9  10   

  Median = 5     

  First, order the data. The median is the 

middle value.  

iii    Mode   = 2   and   6       The data set is bimodal since there are two 

numbers with the highest frequency.  

 K
ey

 i
d
ea

s   If the number of values is odd, 
simply choose the one in the 
middle.  

      If the number of values is even, 
fi nd the average of the two in 
the middle.  

    2        2        3        4        6        9        9            2        2        3        4        7        9        9        9    

  median   = 4          Median   = (4 + 7) ÷ 2 = 5.5    

•   The  mode  of a data set is the most frequently occurring data value. There can be more than 

one mode. When there are two modes, the data is said to be  bimodal . The mode can be 

very useful for categorical data. It can also be used for numerical data, but it may not be an 

accurate measure of centre. For example, in the data set below the mode is   10  , but it is the 

largest data value.  

    1        2        3        10        10    

•   An  outlier  is a data value which is signifi cantly greater than or less than the other data 

values in the data set. The inclusion of an outlier in a data set can infl ate or defl ate the mean 

and give a false impression of the ‘average’.   

 For example: 

 In the data set   1,  2,  3,  4,  5  , the mean is   3   and median is   3  . 

 If the data value   5   is changed to   20  , it is now an outlier. 

 In the data set   1,  2,  3,  4,  20  , the median is still   3  , but the mean is now   6  , which is greater 

than four of the fi ve data values. In this case, the median is a better measure of centre than 

the mean. 
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  Example   12    Finding a data value for a required mean   

   The hours a shop assistant spends cleaning the store in eight successive weeks are: 

  8,  9,  12,  10,  10,  8,  5,  10  .   

a    Calculate the mean for this set of data.   

b    How many hours would the shop assistant need to clean in the ninth week for the mean to equal   10  ?       

 SOLUTION   EXPLANATION  

a      Mean = 8 + 9 + 12 + 10 + 10 + 8 + 5 + 10
8

 = 9

       Sum of the   8   data values is   72  .  

b    Let   a   be the number of hours in the ninth week. 

  

Require  

72 + a
8 + 1

= 10

 
72 + a

9
= 10

 72 + a = 90
 a = 18

     

   72 + a   is the total of the new data and   8 + 1   

is the new total number of data values. Set 

this equal to the required mean of   10  .

Solve for   a  . 

   ∴   She needs to work   18   hours.  Write the answer. 

 OR 

Currently   8   data values with sum   72  .

  1   more makes   9

    
9 × 10 = 90
90 − 72 = 18

    

∴    She needs to work   18   hours. 

  Add the given data.

  (
number  of
data values) × (mean) = (sum  of  data)     

(new sum) − (old sum) = extra data value

b   i       Mean = 17 + 13 + 26 + 15 + 9 + 10
6

 = 15

       The sum is   90   and there are   6   values.  

ii      9  10  13  15  17  26   

  14

    

 Median = 13 + 15
2

 = 14      

  First, order the data.

Since there are two values in the middle, 

fi nd the mean of them.  

iii    No mode     None of the values are repeated so there is 

no mode. The mode is not a useful tool for 

very small sets of data.  
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  Exercise   9G   REVISION  
 UNDERSTANDING AND FLUENCY  

1    Write the missing word.   

a    The mode is the most _______ value.   

b    The median is the ________ value.   

c    To calculate the _______, add up all the values and divide by the number of values.     

2    Find the mean, median and mode for these simple ordered data sets.   

a      1  2  2  2  4  4  6     b      1  4  8  8  9  10  10  10  12     

c      1  5  7  7  8  10  11     d      3  3  6  8  10  12     

e      7  11  14  18  20  20     f      2  2  2  4  10  10  12  14       

3      For the given data sets, fi nd the:   

i    mean   ii    median   iii    mode     

a      7  2  3  8  5  9  8     b      6  13  5  4  16  10  3  5  10     

c      12  9  2  5  8  7  2  3     d      10  17  5  16  4  14     

e      3.5  2.1  4.0  8.3  2.1     f      0.7  3  2.9  10.4  6  7.2  1.3  8.5     

g      6  0  −3  8  2  −3  9  5     h      3  −7  2  3  −2  −3  4       

4    These data sets include an outlier. Write down the outlier, then calculate the mean and the median. 

Include the outlier in your calculations.   

a      5  7  7  8  12  33     

b      1.3  1.1  1.0  1.7  1.5  1.6  −1.1  1.5     

c      −58  −60  −59  −4  −64       

5    Decide if the following data sets are bimodal.   

a      2  7  9  5  6  2  8  7  4     b      1  6  2  3  3  1  5  4  1  9     

c      10  15  12  11  18  13  9  16  17     d      23  25  26  23  19  24  28  26  27        

 PROBLEM-SOLVING AND REASONING  

6    In three races Paula recorded the times   25.1   seconds,   24.8   seconds and   24.1   seconds.   

a    What is the mean time of the races? Round to 2 decimal places.   

b    Find the median time.     

7      A netball player scored the following number of goals in her   10   most recent games: 

   15  14  16  14  15  12  16  17  16  15     

a    What is her mean number of goals per game?   

b    What number of goals does she need to score in the next game for the mean of her scores to be   16  ?     

8    Stevie obtained the following scores on her fi rst fi ve Maths tests: 

   92  89  94  82  93     

a    What is her mean test score?   

b    If there is one more test left to complete, and she wants to achieve an average of at least   85  , what is 

the lowest score Stevie can obtain for her fi nal test?     

9    Seven numbers have a mean of   8  . Six of the numbers are   9,  7,  6,  4,  11   and   10  . Find the seventh 

number.   

1, 3–5(½)1–5 3–5(½)

Example 11

7–9, 11–136–8, 11, 12 7–10, 12–14

Example 12
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10    Write down a set of   5   numbers which has the following values:   

a    mean of   5  , median of   6   and mode of   7     b    mean of   5  , median of   4   and mode of   8     

c    mean of   4  , median of   4   and mode of   4     d    mean of   4.5  , median of   3   and mode of   2.5     

e    mean of   1  , median of   0   and mode of   5     f    mean of   1  , median of   1 1
4

   and mode of   1 1
4

       

11    This data contains six houses prices in Darwin. 

   $324 000 $289 000 $431 000 $295 000 $385 000 $1 700 000     

a    Which price would be considered the outlier?   

b    If the outlier was removed from the data set, by how much would the median change? (First work 

out the median for each case.)   

c    If the outlier was removed from the data set, by how much would the mean change, to the nearest 

dollar? (First work out the mean for each case.)     

12    Explain why outliers signifi cantly affect the mean but not the median.   

13    This dot plot shows the frequency of households with   0,  1,  2   or   3   pets.     

a    How many households were surveyed?   

b    Find the mean number of pets correct to 1 decimal place.   

c    Find the median number of pets.   

d    Find the mode.   

e    Another household with   7   pets is added to the list. Does this change the 

median? Explain.     

14    This simple data set contains nine numbers. 

   1  2  2  2  2  2  3  4  5     

a    Find the median.   

b    How many numbers greater than   5   need to be added to the list to change the median? (Give the 

least number.)   

c    How many numbers less than   1   need to be added to the list to change the median? (Give the least 

number.)      

 ENRICHMENT  

Formula to get an A

15    A school awards grades in Mathematics each semester according to 

this table. 

 Ryan has scored the following results for four topics this semester 

and has one topic to go. 

   75  68  85  79     

a    What is Ryan’s mean score so far? Round to 1 decimal place.   

b    What grade will Ryan get for the semester if his fi fth score is:   

i      50  ?   ii      68  ?   iii      94  ?     

c    Find the maximum average score Ryan can receive for the semester. Is it possible for him to 

get an   A+  ?   

d    Find the least score that Ryan needs in his fi fth topic for him to receive an average of:   

i      B+     ii      A       

e    Write a rule for the mean score   M   for the semester if Ryan receives a mark of   m   in the fi fth topic.   

f    Write a rule for the mark   m   in the fi fth topic if he wants an average of   M for the semester.      

2 310

—— 15

Average score Grade

90–100 A +
80 − A

70 − B +
60 − B

50 − C +
0 − C
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   9H   Stem-and-leaf plots 

  Stem-and-leaf plots (or stem plots) are commonly used to 

display a single data set or two related data sets. They help to 

show how the data is distributed like a histogram but retain all 

the individual data elements so no detail is lost. The median 

and mode can be easily read from a stem-and-leaf plot 

because all the data sits in order.    

  Let’s start: Ships vs Chops 

 At a school, Ms Ships’ class and Mr Chops’ class sit the 

same exam. The marks are displayed using this back-to-back 

stem-and-leaf plot. Discuss the following.    
•   Which class had the most students?  

•   What were the lowest and highest marks from each class?  

•   What were the median marks from each class?  

•   Which class could be described as symmetrical and which as 

skewed?  

•   Which class had the better results?             

   For this data below, digits representing 
the stem give the tens and digits 
representing the leaves give the units.  

  Stage  

   5.3#   

   5.3   

   5.3§   

   5.2   

   5.2   ◊

   5.1   

    4    

 Ms Ships’ class       Mr Chops’ class  

    3  1        5        0  1  1  3  5  7    
    8  8  7  5        6        2  3  5  5  7  9  9    

    6  4  4  2  1        7        8  9  9    
    7  4  3        8        0  3    

    6        9        1    
            7│8   means   78    

 K
ey
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ea

s   ■   Stem-and-leaf plots are very useful for displaying two-digit numbers, such as ages or test 

results.  

 ■   A  stem-and-leaf plot  uses a stem number and 

leaf number to represent data.    

•   The data is shown in two parts: a stem and a 

leaf.  

•   The ‘key’ tells you how the plot is to be read.  

•   The graph is similar to a histogram on its side 

or a bar graph with class intervals, but there is 

no loss of detail of the original data.    

 ■    Back-to-back stem-and-leaf plots  can be used to compare two sets of data. The stem is drawn 

in the middle with the leaves on either side.  
  

         Scores for the last   30   AFL games         

     Winning scores       Losing scores      

           7      4  5  8  8  9       

   81   lowest 
winning score     

   1      8      0  0  3  3  6  7   
 Skewed     

   7  5  3      9      1  2  3  6   

 Symmetrical     
   8  4  4  1      10      3  9       

   9  5  0      11      1      111   highest 
losing score            1      12       

            10│9   represents   109            

 Ordered stem-and-leaf plot     

 Stem   Leaf  

   1      2  6    A key is added 
to show the 
place value of 
the stems and 
leaves 

   2      2  3  4  7   

   3      1  2  4  7  8  9   

   4      2  3  4  5  8   

   5      7  9   

    2│4   represents   24   people      
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  Example   13    Constructing and using a stem-and-leaf plot   

   Consider the following set of data. 

   0.3      2.5      4.1      3.7      2.0      3.3      4.8      3.3      4.6      0.1      4.1      7.5      1.4      2.4   

   5.7      2.3      3.4      3.0      2.3      4.1      6.3      1.0      5.8      4.4      0.1      6.8      5.2      1.0     

a   Organise the data into an ordered stem-and-leaf plot.  

b   Find the median.  

c   Find the mode.  

d   Describe the data as symmetrical or skewed.      

 SOLUTION   EXPLANATION  

a       
 Stem   Leaf  

    0        1  1  3    
    1        0  0  4    
    2        0  3  3  4  5    
    3        0  3  3  4  7    
    4        1  1  1  4  6  8    
    5        2  7  8    
    6        3  8    
    7        5    

    3│4   means   3.4        

  The minimum is   0.1   and the maximum is   7.5   so stems 

range from   0   to   7  . Place leaves in order from smallest 

to largest. Since some numbers appear more than once, 

e.g.   0.1  , their leaf   (1)   appears the same number of times.  

b      Median = 3.3 + 3.4
2

 = 3.35

       There are   28   data values. The median is the average of the 

two middle values (the   14  th and   15  th values).  

c    Mode is   4.1  .     The most common value is   4.1  .  

d    Data is approximately symmetrical.     The distribution of numbers is approximately symmetrical 

about the stem containing the median.  

 ■   A  cluster  is a set of data values that are similar to each other. They form the peak of the 

distribution. In the data sets above, the losing scores are clustered around the high   70  s 

and low   80  s.  

 ■    Symmetrical data  will produce a graph that is evenly distributed above and below the central 

cluster.  

 ■    Skewed data  will produce a graph that includes data bunched to one side of the centre.   
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550 Chapter 9 Probability and single variable data analysis

  Example 14    Constructing back-to-back stem-and-leaf plots   

   A shop owner has two jeans shops. The daily sales in each shop over a   16  -day period are monitored 

and recorded as follows. 

    Shop A  

       3      12      12      13      14      14      15      15      21      22      24      24      24      26      27      28   

    Shop B  

       4       6       6       7       7       8       9       9      10      12      13      14      14      16      17      27     

a   Draw a back-to-back stem-and-leaf plot with an interval of   10  .  

b   Compare and comment on differences between the sales made by the two shops.      

 SOLUTION   EXPLANATION  

a       
 Shop A       Shop B  

    3        0        4  6  6  7  7  8  9  9    

    5  5  4  4  3  2  2        1        0  2  3  4  4  6  7    

    8  7  6  4  4  4  2  1        2        7    

        1│3   means   13        

  The data for each shop is already ordered. 

Stems are in intervals of   10  . Record leaf digits 

for Shop A on the left and for Shop B on the 

right.  

b    Shop A has the highest number of daily sales. 

Its sales are generally between   12   and   28  , with 

one day of very low sales of   3  . Shop B sales are 

generally between   4   and   17   with only one high 

sale day of   27  .   

  Look at both sides of the plot for the 

similarities and differences.  

  Exercise   9H  
 UNDERSTANDING AND FLUENCY  

1    This stem-and-leaf plot shows the number of minutes Alexis spoke on her phone for a number of 

calls.   

 Stem   Leaf  

   0      8   

   1      5  9   

   2      1  1  3  7   

   3      4  5   

    2│1   means   21   minutes      

a    How many calls are represented by the stem-and-leaf plot?   

b    What is the length of the:   

i    shortest phone call?   

ii    longest phone call?     

c    What is the mode (the most common call time)?   

d    What is the median call time (middle value)?     

2, 3(½), 5(½), 61, 2, 3(½), 4, 5(½), 6 3(½), 5(½), 7
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2    This back-to-back stem-and-leaf plot shows the thickness of tyre tread on a selection of cars from the 

city and country.     

a    How many car tyres were tested altogether?   

b    What was the smallest tyre tread thickness in the:   

i    city?   ii    country?     

c    What was the largest tyre tread thickness in the:   

i    city?   ii    country?     

d    Find the median tyre tread thickness for tyres in the:   

i    city   ii    country     

e    Is the distribution of tread thickness for city cars more symmetrical or skewed?   

f    Is the distribution of tread thickness for country cars more symmetrical or skewed?     

3      For each of the following data sets:   

i    organise the data into an ordered stem-and-leaf plot   

ii    fi nd the median   

iii    fi nd the mode   

iv    describe the data as symmetrical or skewed     

a      41      33      28      24      19      32      54      35      26      28      19      23      32      26      28     

b      31      33      23      35      15      23      48      50      35      42      45      15      21      45  

51      31      34      23      42      50      26      30      45      37      39     

c      34.5      34.9      33.7      34.5      35.8      33.8      34.3      35.2      37.0      34.7    

  35.2      34.4      35.5      36.5      36.1      33.3      35.4      32.0      36.3      34.8     

d      167      159      159      193      161      164      167      157      158      175      177      185    

  177      202      185      187      159      189      167      159      173      198      200       

4    The number of vacant rooms in a motel each week over a   20  -week period is shown below. 

   12      8      11      10      21      12      6      11      12      16      14      22      5      15      20      6      17       8      14      9     

a    Draw a stem-and-leaf plot of this data.   

b    In how many weeks were there fewer than   12   vacant rooms?   

c    Find the median number of vacant rooms.     

5      For each of the following sets of data:   

i    draw a back-to-back stem-and-leaf plot   

ii    compare and comment on the difference between the two data sets   

a    Set A:   46      32      40      43      45      47      53      54      40      54      33      48      39      43   

 Set B:   48      49      31      40      43      47      48      41      49      51      44      46      53      44       

b    Set A:    1      43      24      26      48      50       2       2      36      11      16      37      41       3      36     

6       8       9      10      17      22      10      11      17      29      30      35       4      23      23   

 Set B:    9      18      19      19      20      21      23      24      27      28      31      37      37      38      39      39      39  

  40      41      41      43      44      44      45      47      50      50      51      53      53      54      54      55      56     

c    Set A:    0.7      0.8      1.4      8.8      9.1      2.6      3.2      0.3      1.7      1.9      2.5      4.1      4.3      3.3      3.4   

  3.6      3.9      3.9      4.7      1.6      0.4      5.3      5.7      2.1      2.3      1.9      5.2      6.1      6.2      8.3   

 Set B:    0.1      0.9      0.6      1.3      0.9      0.1      0.3      2.5      0.6      3.4      4.8      5.2      8.8      4.7      5.3   

  2.6      1.5      1.8      3.9      1.9      0.1      0.2      1.2      3.3      2.1      4.3      5.7      6.1      6.2      8.3       

Example 13

Example 14

  City        Country  

    8  7  3  1  0  0  0        0        6  8  8  9    

    8  6  3  1  0        1        0  4  5  5  6  9    

    1        2        3  4  4    

        1│3   means   13   mm      
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6       a     Draw back-to-back stem-and-leaf plots for the fi nal scores of St Kilda and Collingwood in the 

  24   AFL games given here. 

 St Kilda:               126        68       78         90        87      118   

    88      125      111      117        82        82   

    80        66       84      138      109      113  

  122        80       94       83      106       68   

 Collingwood:    104       80      127       88      103       95  

    78      118       89       82      103      115  

    98       77      119       91       71       70  

    63       89      103       97       72       68     

b    In what percentage of games did each team score more than 100 points?   

c    Comment on the distribution of the data for each team.     

7    The data below gives the maximum temperature each day for a three-week period in spring. 

   18      18      15      17      19      17      21  

  20      15      17      15      18      19      19  

  20      22      19      17      19      15      17   

 Use a stem-and-leaf plot to determine:   

a    how many days the temperature was higher than   18°C     

b    the median temperature   

c    the difference in the minimum and maximum temperatures      

 PROBLEM-SOLVING AND REASONING  

8    This stem-and-leaf plot shows the time taken, in seconds, by Helena to run   100 m   in her last   25   races.     

a    Find Helena’s median time.   

b    What is the difference between the slowest and fastest time?   

c    If in her   26  th race Helena’s time was   14.8   seconds and this was added to the stem-and-leaf plot, 

would her median time change? If so, by how much?     

9    Two brands of batteries were tested to determine their lifetime in hours. The data below shows the 

lifetime of 20 batteries of each brand. 

 Brand A:    7.3      8.2      8.4      8.5      8.7      8.8      8.9      9.0      9.1      9.2  

  9.3      9.4      9.4      9.5      9.5      9.6      9.7      9.8      9.9      9.9   

 Brand B:    7.2      7.3      7.4      7.5      7.6      7.8      7.9      7.9      8.0      8.1  

  8.3      9.0      9.1      9.2      9.3      9.4      9.5      9.6      9.8      9.8     

a    Draw a back-to-back stem-and-leaf plot for this data.   

b    How many batteries from each brand lasted more than   9   hours?   

c    Compare the two sets of data and comment on any similarities or differences.     

8, 10–128, 10, 11 8–10, 12, 13

  Stem    Leaf  

    14        9    

    15        4  5  6  6  7  7  7  8  9    

    16        0  0  1  1  2  2  3  4  4  5  5  5  7  7    

    17        2    

    14│9   represents   14.9   seconds      
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10    This ordered stem-and-leaf plot has some unknown digits.     

a    What is the value of   c  ?   

b    What is the smallest number in the data set?   

c    What values could the following pronumerals take?   

i      a     ii      b         

11    The back-to-back stem-and-leaf plot below shows the birth weight in kilograms of babies born to 

mothers who do or don’t smoke.  

      Birth weight of babies      

  Smoking mothers        Non-smoking mothers  

    4  3  2  2        2        4    
    9  9  8  7  6  6  5  5        2*        8  9    

    4  3  2  1  1  1  0  0  0        3        0  0  1  2  2  3    
    6  5  5        3*        5  5  5  6  6  7  7  8    

    1        4        
        4*        5  5  6    

    2│4   means   2.4            
    2*│5   means   2.5            

a    What percentage of babies born to smoking mothers have a birth weight of less than   3 kg  ?   

b    What percentage of babies born to non-smoking mothers have a birth weight of less than   3 kg  ?   

c    Compare and comment on the differences between the birth weights of babies born to mothers 

who smoke and those born to mothers who don’t smoke.     

12    Explain why in a symmetrical distribution the mean is close to the median.   

13    Find the median if all the data in each back-to-back stem-and-leaf plot was combined.            

a       
    5        3        8  9    

    9  7  7  1        4        0  2  2  3  6  8    
    8  6  5  2  2        5        3  3  7  9    

    7  4  0        6        1  4    
        4│2   means   42        

b     3        16        0  3  3  6  7  9    
    9  6  6  1        17        0  1  1  4  8  8    

    8  7  5  5  4  0        18        2  2  6  7    
    2        19        0  1    

        16│3   means   16.3        

 ENRICHMENT

How skewed?  

14    Skewness can be positive or negative. If the tail of the distribution 

is pointing up in a stem-and-leaf plot (towards the smaller 

numbers), then we say the data is negatively skewed. If the tail 

is pointing in the reverse direction, then the data is positively 

skewed.     

a    Find the mean (correct to 2 decimal places) and the median for 

the above data.   

b    Which of the mean or median is higher for the given data? 

Can you explain why?   

c    Which of the mean or median would be higher for a set of positively skewed data? Why?   

d    What type of distribution would lead to the median and mean being quite close?      

—— 14

    0        2  3  8    

    1        1  5  a  8    

    c        0  b  6  6    

    3        2  5  9    

    3│5   means   0.35        

    1        3    

    2        1  4     Negatively 
Skewed 
data 

    3        0  2  7    

    4        1  1  3  8  9  9    

    5        0  4  4  5  7    

    3│2   means   32        
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